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AS-Interface economic analysis 
Using a network with 16 valve communication terminals (VCTs), the 
following economic analysis may be performed (costs are listed in the 
amount per automated valve):

Installation cost comparison

(calculated per field device) Conventional AS-Interface

Computer I/O; master/gateway $70 $65

Conduit, cable tray, wiring 
and fittings

$1,500 $350

Valve monitor/VCT 
and pneumatic valve

$510 $610

Switched protected drop connector NA $90

Installation and commissioning labor $700 $300

Power supply $50 $30

Total installed cost $2,780 $1,445

Total installation savings
$1,335 per automated valve

There is a net savings of $1,335 per automated valve with AS-Interface 
communication over the conventional system (52% reduction in 
installed cost). This savings does not include other cost reductions 
due to less space consumption for wiring, conduit and I/O racks, as 
well as greater flexibility in adding field devices or reconfiguring later. 

Technical information 
Power and data
In an AS-Interface network, data and power are carried over a single 
two-wire cable that links up to 62 field devices. Each of the field 
devices may have up to 4 inputs and 4 outputs for a total of 248 
binary inputs and outputs per string. Analog inputs and outputs are 
also available. Stonel AS-Interface I/O modules have 4 inputs and 
4 outputs (power output for up to four solenoids or other power 
consuming accessories).

Transmission media 
Two-wire unshielded, untwisted cable, 2 x 1.5 mm2 (16 AWG) is 
recommended for data and power in the process environment.

Conductor length 
100 meters (328 feet) total length of cabling may be used for each 
master/gateway. Additional length of 100 meters for each repeater 
with up to two repeaters in series. Parallel repeaters can be used 
to construct long networks, provided there are no more than two 
repeater hops from each device to the master. Total number of field 
devices must remain at 62 regardless of number of repeaters for each 
master.
In addition to the repeater, some new devices have been created 
that allow you to add distance to your AS-i network.  The AS-i 
terminator is a passive device that can be placed near the end of a 
segment to extend the AS-i network up to 200m without repeaters.  
The terminator places a specially designed impedance at the end of 
the AS-i segment which serves to optimize the signal and therefore 
increase the network length.  The tuner is a device that actively looks 
at the network signal and determines the best impedance level to 
optimize the signal.  It also has diagnostic LED's to show signal level 

quality.  The tuner can allow networks to extend up to 300m without 
repeaters and has diagnostic LED's. Please note that it is important 
that voltage drop be considered when extending networks with these 
new tools.

Topologies
AS-Interface is capable of supporting any topology. Any combinations 
of star, ring, tree and linear are possible.  Use of a repeater in a ring is 
not permitted.

AS-Interface system specifications

Topology Linear, star, tree or ring

Number field devices 62 per network, maximum

Addressing AS-i master or handheld

Cabling Unshielded 2-wire for data and power (30 
VDC up to 8 amps) standard round or AS-i flat

Cable length 100 meters per master or 300 meters with 
two repeaters

Transmission rate 167 kbits/second

Signal coding Manchester type with alternating pulse 
modulation

Cycle time 10 msec. maximum with 62 devices

Data per message 4 bit bi-directional

Access procedure Master/slave

Error detection 1 parity bit + signal quality monitoring

Data integrity
When classifying the bus in terms of data integrity (according to 
EN608 70-5-4-DIN), the AS-Interface network falls into the highest 
data integrity class even with a bit error rate of 10-3. Such accuracy is 
suitable for the transmission of mission critical information.

Standards and user groups
AS-Interface technology has been standardized in EN 50295 and 
IEC 62026-2. There are over 400 different products available from 
50+ vendors. And, as of this writing, there are estimated to be over 
12,000,000 installed nodes (field devices) throughout the world.
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Stonel AS-Interface gateways
AS-Interface gateways seamlessly interface the AS-Interface network 
to a higher level fieldbus. For communication, the protocol of the 
respective fieldbus (Modbus, Profibus, DeviceNet, etc.) will be used. 
To configure a gateway using an RS485 interface, only a simple 
RS232C/RS485 converter is needed. In this fashion, the gateway can 
be operated with a notebook PC via the respective fieldbus interface 
without need for additional hardware or software. 
The operation of all Stonel AS-Interface gateways is identical. 
Complete configuration and debugging of the network can be 
accomplished with the included push-buttons, LED and display. Slave 
addresses can be programmed, faulty AS-Interface field devices can 
be detected and actual configuration of the AS-Interface network can 
be stored.
AS-Interface is NOT a competitor to higher-level field buses. AS-
Interface is a complementary system to them. 

Please contact Valmet for availability since new gateways are 
becoming available regularly. 

Figure 5
AS-Interface gateway to higher level protocol

Figure 6
AS-Interface master in DCS/PLC

AS-Interface gateways are readily available to the following high 
level field buses:

• Modbus (RS485)
• Modbus+
• Profibus (DP)
• ProfiNet
• DeviceNet
• Ethernet (TCP/IP)
• Ethernet/IP

Dual channel gateways are available for many of these protocols 
allowing greater efficiency.
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Host computer interface
AS-Interface can be easily interfaced with standard PC, PLC and DCS 
platforms. Variations are as follows:

AS-Interface gateway to higher level protocol
Many PLCs and DCSs have communication cards available that utilize 
protocols such as Profibus, DeviceNet, Modbus, Modbus+, Ethernet, 
etc. The appropriate AS-Interface gateway would simply act as a node 
on the higher level network. See figure 5.

AS-Interface master in DCS/PLC
Many PLCs have AS-Interface scanners available, which enable direct 
connection without an AS-Interface gateway. See figure 6.

PC
An AS-Interface ISA card may be installed directly into the PC, which 
acts as the AS-Interface master. Or, a gateway can be used if the PC 
has the ability to communicate via Modbus, Modbus+, DeviceNet, 
Profibus, etc.






